Surface Hub 2S
Designed for the Modern Workplace

Bring remote teams together

Surface Hub 2 Camera

Be seen, be heard, and actively participate in the
group discussion with best-in-class technology.
•

Engage remote teams with the Surface Hub 2
Camera,1 far-field mics, and crystal-clear speakers.

•

Videos look clear and crisp on a brilliant,
4K+ screen with the highest resolution and

4K+ screen
Microsoft Teams

best graphics performance in its class.2

for Surface Hub

• Run remote meetings and make ad-hoc
calls seamlessly with Microsoft Teams.3

Office 365 apps

Microsoft Whiteboard

Fluid team collaboration
Everything you need at your fingertips. Use Microsoft
Whiteboard and leading industry apps to keep teams in their
flow. Access and share content easily from one device.

Interact naturally with Surface Hub 2 Pen1 and touch, and
sign into Surface Hub 2S to grab your OneDrive files or
project wirelessly with Miracast.
Take team brainstorms to the next level with
Microsoft Whiteboard, a persistent digital canvas that teams

Industry
apps like
Drawboard
BullClip2

Surface

can contribute to anytime, anywhere—across devices.

Hub 2 Pen

Use the apps you need—take advantage of native integration
with Office 365,3 Edge, and leading third-party apps.4

1

One (1) Surface Hub 2 Pen and one (1) Surface Hub 2 Camera included with Surface Hub 2S. Additional accessories sold separately.

2

Comparison by Microsoft of Surface Hub 2S to all other devices within the Futuresource-defined Integrated Unified Communications Displays category (integrated solutions incorporating video, content and audio-

conferencing features with a display providing an end to end hardware and platform solution, optimized to support a specific UC platform), as of April 2019.
3 Software
4
*

2 license required for some features. Sold separately.

Third-party apps sold separately
Steelcase Roam™ Mobile Stand and APC™ Charge Mobile Battery sold separately.
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